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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

The production of thie issue of the Newsletter has
been delayed by some three weeks due to extraord.inary
eventg relating to the 9th International Conference on
Pattern Recognition. It may sound incredible on first
reading, but the long awaited Beijing conference will
not after all be held in Beijing. A formal announcement
of the change of venue of the 9th ICPR is included in the
message from the President of IAPR, Dr Pierre Devijver,
together with a detailed account of the developments
leading to this dramatic decision of the IAPR Executive
Committee. The Chinese perception of the evente is set
out in the open letter to the President of IAPR from
the organizers of the Beijing conference, reprinted after
the Presidential meseage. A response to the letter by
the IAPR Secretar;r, Prof M J B Duff, is carried in the
sequel. It is clear from Dr Devijver's statement that the
situation arose from the IAPR Executive Committee's
concern about a serious point of principle, namely that
ICPRs must be open for participation to any member of
IAPR. I believe that most of us will agree that the raw
facts of the telegraphic messages received from China
left a very few options open for the Executive Commit-



tee. But was there a genuine problem or juet a tragic
misunderstanding due to communication difficulties. An
analysis of the events will in no doubt be a major item
on thp agenda of the IAPR Governing Board meeting
in Rome later on this year to prevent a similax si0ua-
tion happening in the future for the sa,ke of both the
conference organisers and IAPR. But an equally impor-
tant task faced by the Governing Board will be to find
a way of winning our Chinese colleagues back to IAPR
to help to promote IAPR interests and to enhance its
international st andin g.

Thc Editor

NEWS IN BRIEF

PAMI TC DEBATES THE ICCV FORMAT The Pat-
tern Analysis and Machine Intelligence Technical Com-
mittee of the IEEE Computer Society is discussing the
format of itg International Conference on Computer Vi-
sion, a seriee of annual conferences inaugurated last year
in London. The main issue is whether or not the number
of papers presented at the conference should be limited
so aa to create a non-parallel session programme, and if
the former is adopted how to ensure a fair paper selec-
tion process.

PAMI TC NEWSTETTER TO REACH ALI PAMI
SUBSCRIBERS The Newsletter of the PAMI Techni-
cal Committee, edited by Prof Azriel Rosenfeld, will in
future be mailed to the entire Ttansactione on PAMI
mailing list.

CONSTITUTION AND BYTAWS COMMITTEE FOR
PAMI TC A Constitution and Bylaws Committee has
been appointed by the PAMI TC to introduce more
structure into TC's proceedings and operationg in or-
der to enable the Committee to cope better with the
rapid growth of the areas in its remit.

IAPR TC-IS INAUGURAI MEETING The first meet-
ing of the IAPR.Technical Committee TC-13 on Astron-
omy and Astrophysics held its first meeting in Garching-
bei-Muenchen in October 19E7. For a copy of the min-
utes of the meeting and information on the TC's activ-
ities please write to the TC-13 Chairman, Prof Vito Di
Gesu, Dip. di Matematica ed Applicazioni, Univ. di
Palermo, Italy.

PRESIDENTIAT MESSAGE

At the time this Newsletter reaches you, you will
certainly be aware of the exceptional events which have
marked the IAPR's life in the recent monthe and have
led to the decieion of moving the 9th ICPR from Bei-
jing to Rome. Every effort has been made to give the
widest possible dissemination to this information. How-
ever, I feel quite sure that some of our members have not
been adequately informed of the motivation behind this
decision. Accordingly, I will either reproduce or sum-
marize hereafter the various meEsages that have been
circulated.

As soon as the decision was made of withdrawing
the IAPR eponsorship from the Beijing meeting, the
follon'ing message was sent by Prof trYeeman, Program
Chairman, to all those who had submitted a paper to
the 9th ICPR.

May 9' 1988

THE NINTH INTERNATIONAT

CONFERENCE ON

PATTERN RECOGNITION

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Executive Committee of the International As-
aociation for Pattern Recognition greatly regrets that it
muet withdraw its sponsorship from the meeting pro-
posed to be held in Beijing during 17-20 October 1988.
Unfortunately, the organizers are not able to gua,rantee
full accesa to this meeting for all classes of participants
and a,re therefore not in a position to meet the terms of
Bylaw 11.5 which states that the ICPR must be open for
attendance to all members of IAPR member eocieties,
including individual membera. The problem concerns
the iggue of vigas and this matter is subject to unaccept-
able restrictions imposed by the Chinese Government.

It has been regretfully ileciileil to move the 9th
ICPR to another venue and detaile will be circulated
at the earliest possible date. Papers which have already
been accepted for presentation at the meeting will au-
tomatically be accepted for the new meeting.

signed: Picrre A Deaijaer

********

v



Such a dramatic decision should normally have
been taken by the IAPR Governing Board, but the quer
tion was handled at the level of the Executive Commit-
tee as a matter of urgency. Accordingly, on May 10,
19E8, i sent a longer memo to about aixty addresses all
over the world. My memo was essentially as follors:

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE IAPR GOVERNING
BOARD, CHAIRMEN / MEMBERS OF STANDING
AND TECHNICAT COMMITTEES, NEWSTETTER
EDITOR

SUBJECT: gTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON PATTERN RECOGNITION

...There should be no need to insigt that the above
decision was not made lightly and that full consideration
was given to the fact that our decision will be harm-
ful mostly to our Chinese colleagues from the Pattern
Recognition and Machine Intelligence Committee of the
Chineee Association for Automation.

At the next IAPR Governing Board meeting, I will
report in full details on the course of action that has led
to this decision. It is my purpose here to underline the
most important aspects of the problem we have been
confronted with.

The problem at issue consisted in unacceptable re-
strictiong imposed by the Chinege government on the de-
livery of visas for participants to the 9th ICPR. You are
all aware that openness of conferences and workshope
(co-) sponsored by IAPR has always been a major con-
cern of boch the Executive Committee and Governing
Board of IAPR, and in this respect, I wish to make two
preliminary remarke.

On the one hand, at the time our Chinese colleaguee
submitted their proposal to host the 9th ICPR in Bei-
jing, a competing proposal was rejected on the ground
that some individuals from IAPR national member or-
ganizations would be denied a visa to the host country
( see p. 4 of the minutes of the 4th Governing Board
meeting, Montreal, August 1, 1984). It was only upon
Profesgor Chang's insistance that there would be no en-
try problem to China that the Chineee proposal was
taken into consideration.

On the other hand, the Article 11.5 of the IAPR
Bylaws states that: 'The ICPR.... must be open for
attendance to all members of IAPR member societies,
including individual memberg'. Clearly, this statement
needs no comment.

The submission of a first batch of 47 visa applica-
tions demonstrated that our Chinese colleagues were not
in position to comply with the above principle: In re-
sponse to this submission, a telex dated April 19 stated,

iunong other things, that the Chinese government had
decided to put an upper limit on the number of dele-
gates from a specified country. The reaction of the Ex-
ecutive Committee was immediate. This poaition was
regarded as unacceptable by the IAPR. Accordingly, I
informed the Chinese Aseociation for Automation that
there could not be - and would not be - any form of
onational quotas on the number of delegates to the next
ICPR anil that, likewise, there could not be any form
of national discrimination regarding the procedure to
be applied for obtaining visas. I algo ineisted that I
should receive a clear confirmation that they would be
able to abide by thege rules. Unfortunately, I did not
receive such a confirmation. Instead, I received another
telex which imposed a new condition on the delivery
of visas, namel5 that applicantg ghould prove that they
are obona fide scientiEtg*. Accordingly, they guaranteed
entry visa to authors of accepted papers, but their telex
ignored other classes of potential applicants.

The Executive Committee has examined the situa-
tion very carefully and has concluded that there wa8 no
chance that any form of agreement could be reached on
this crucial matter, in a time delay that would preserve
our freedom of action. Consequently, it was regretfully
decided to move the 9th ICPR to another venue....

signed: Picrrc A Dc$jocr

********

Very soon after, that is on May 18, 198E, the IAPR
Executive Committee held a meeting in Amsterdam, in
connection with the Conference 'Pattern Recognition
Theory and Practice III". Needless to eay, the cancel-
lation of the conference in Beijing and the selection of
a new site for the 9th ICPR were major items of the
agenda, and minimizing the harm being done to the
Workshop on Computer Vision organized in Tokyo by
Technical Committees 6 and 8 was one of our serious
concerns. Significant progreas was made on that day,
and I could announce to the conference participantg that
the final decieion would hopefully be rnade by May 25,
at the latest. Flom then on, things proceeded smoothly
and on May 26 I could mail the folloring announcement:

THE NINTE INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON

PATTERN RECOGNITION

ROME

NOVEMBER 14.17, 1988

The Executive Committee of the International As-
sociation for Pattern Recognition has decided to move



the 9th ICPR to ltaly. The Conference will be held
in hotel ERGIFE, Rome, Italy during 14-17 Novem-
ber 19pE. The Conference Chairman will be Profeggor
Stefano Levialdi from the University of Rome. As an-
nounced previouely papers which have already been ac-
cepted for presentation are automatically accepted for
the new conference.

On behalf of IAPR, I extend my warmest thanks
to Profeesor Levialdi for accepting the responsibility of
organizing this major conference on such a short no-
tice. Anyone who wishes to attend may contact him
at the following address: Professor Stefano Levialdi,
Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita di Roma, Pi-
azzale Aldo Moro 2, 00185, Rome, Italy. Tf: *39 6
4991.32.49(50), Fax +39 6 495.76.97.

signed: Picrre A Dcaijocr

********

I hope everybody will underetand that I will refrain
from making any further comment at this stage. We
should first let this matter cool down. However, as a
final remark, I would like to say that very soon after the
decision was made, I received dozens of reactions from
all over the world. They were all supportive of our deci-
sion. Presently it is my firm belief that failing to react
the way we did could have made much harm to IAPR.
This, however, should not detract us from making every
effort to prevent such difficult situations to reoccur in
the future.

Pierre A. Dcaijvcr

CHINESE PERSPECTIVE

ON CHANGE OF ICPR VENUE

Bclow reprinted is on opcn lettcr lrom the Chincse
Associotion of Autornotion in rcsponsc to thc IAPR Er-
ecutioc Committce's d,ccision to withdraw IAPR spon-
aorship lrom thc Bcijing confcrcnce. Thc lettcr ia od-
d,rcsseil to the Presidcnt of IAPR. Dr Deaijacr intimated
that hc would bc rcsponding to it in detoil but not by
mcotus ol on open communicotion.

Dear Dr Pierre A Devijver,

We were very shocked when we learnt that a deci-
sion had been made by the IAPR Executive Committee
of not holding the 9th International Conference on Pat-
tern Recognition in Beijing. We think this abrupt deci-
gion made in such a short notice is indiscreet and cos-
titutes a gerioug mistake. This decision has ruined the

relation between the Chinese Association of Automation
and IAPR. The Chinese AsEociation of Automation, the
China International Conference Center for Science and
Technology and we feel very sorry about this decision.

The international exchange programe and activi-
ties of the Chinese Asgociation of Automation has al-
ways been supported by the Chinese government. The
Chineee government respects the principles laicl by all
international nongovernmental organizations of free cir-
culation of scientistg from all over the world and of open-
ness of conferences and workshops to all member orga-
nizations and individual members. It is because of the
support of our government that more than 400 inter-
national gcientific conferenceg with several thousands of
participants from various countries have been held in
China gince 19E2. Among them are hundredg of sci-
entigts from those countries with which China has no
diplomatic relation. This includes scientiste from Israel.
All these participantsi according to China's regulations,
have proceeded with the necessar5r formalities for the en-
try visa application, mailing their curriculum vitae for
proving their scientific iilentity befor their attendance.
We do not think the above necessary formalities for en-
try visa appllication are a oconditione as stated in your
memo. The same formalities are proceeded through by
the Chinese scientists who want to attend international
conferencee held in many countries with which China
has diplomatic relations. They fill out necessa,ry forms
and provide their curriculum vitae for the entry visa, all
in accordance with the regulations of that country. So
we do not think thig common practice is 'an unaccept-
able restriction imposed by the Chinese government on
the delivery of visas for participantge as stated in your
memo.

With regard to the so called 'upper limito on the
number of delegates from Israel in the April 19 telex
from China mentioned in your memo, this is also not
in conformity with the truth. The truth is, although
we had not received the curriculum vitae of the Israeli
scientists who applied to the 9th ICPR, we ueed the sub-
mitted papers of the 14 authors to prove their gcientific
position and got their entry visas. And coneidering that
their spouses would come along with them, we stated
that 30 people including their spouses would be granted
visa to China. At the same time, we requeated that
other scientigts from Israel mail their curriculum vitae
to us so that we could proceeil with formalities for their
entry visas. This is by no meang the 'national quotan
as stated in your memo. We have to hereby express our
regret once again to the IAPR Executive Committee
for making a memo in public which distorted the facts
without undergoing investigation.

\,
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Originallg we had no intention to make this letter
public to all members of IAPR and to the participants of
the 9th ICPR. But due to the fact that the IAPR Exec-
utive Committee has made a very unfriendly and formal
memo to all its memberr in defiance of the great efforts
made by the Chinese Aggociation of Automation and the
China International Conference Center for Science and
Technology in the prepa,ration for the 9th ICPR, as well
as of the interests of more than 200 Chinese and 400
overseaa registrants, we do not have any choice but to
make thie letter public to all. Accordingly, on the Pat-
tern Recognition and Machine Intelligence Committee of
the Chinese Aesociation of Automation, we hereby an-
nounce to IAPR our formal decision of withdrawing our
membership from IAPR in protest against your wrong
decision. We a,re sure that our withdrawal from IAPR
will nbt affect our friendly cooperation and professional
exchanges with the IAPR member organizations and in-
diviilual scientiats, nor will it afect other international
conferences which will be held in China thie year and in
the future.

As a final remark, we request the immediate with-
drawal of our loan of US$ 5000 sent in Jan and March
to Prof H trteeman as the chairman of the 9th ICPR as
well as the US$ 3000 we spent for organizing the 9th
ICPR and we shall algo write to the next IAPR Govern-
ing Board meeting in full detaile.

With best wishes,

Sincerely

Hu Qiheng
Co-Chairman of the 9th ICPR
Pregident of the Chinese Agaociation of Automation

Shi Qingyun
Co-Chairman of the 9th ICPR IPC
Prerident, Committee of Pattern Recognition
and Machine Intelligence, CAA

FROM THE SECRETARY

Some comments on the text of the letter from our
Chinese colleagues may be helpful, parCicularly since the
letter had been widely distributed prior to its publica"
tion in this Newsletter. The President has stated in
broad terms what occurred during these past few weeka
and the folloring remarks refer more specifically to the
points in the letter above.

First, the Executive Committee decision was nei-
ther 'abrupt' nor at 'ehort notice'. A batch of 42 visa
applications from Igrael wae gent to China (using forms
agreed with the Chinese authorities) on 12 January,

1988, but by 2 March, despite repeated telexes request-
ing an acknowledgement of receipt, no confirmation had
been received indicating gafe a,rrival of the applications.
A batch of 5 more applications was then sent off and
thege were acknowledged on 1E March. It was not until
30 Ma,rch that a telex was received from China stating
that all the applications had, in fact, a,rrived.

Similar communication problems had occurred last
year when the Chineee organisers suddenly announced
that they wanted to change the registration arange-
mentg which had been agreed formally in 19E4 when
the Beijing venue wiu approved (note also that at this
time there were firm undertakinge given that no visa
restrictions would be made; the inability to make such
an undertaking had already ruled out a competitive bid
from another country). The new proposed a,rangements
cancelled the procedure by which North American reg-
istrations would have been made in the USA in order to
avoid trying to trangfer fundg out of China. It wae with
great reluctance that the Executive Committee finally
accepted the Chinese demande in this matter, particu-
Iarly eince by that time the Program Chairman had still
not received from China the money necessaly to carry
out the refereeing process. 80April, 19E8 (although it
had been requested at the Paris ICPR in 1986).

The telex from China stipulating an upper limit of
30 participants from Israel was dispatched to Israel on
19 April. In the same telex, it was insisted that new
visa applications should be submitted for a mar<imum
of 30 participants, and that an increased amount of de-
tail about those applying would be required. IAPR re-
sponded with a telex a week later and, in the light of
previous difficulties in obtaining replies from China, it
was insisted that not only should the 'quota restriction'
be withdrawn but that the formal confirmation should
reach IAPR not later than 5 May, otherwige a new venue
would be sought for the conference. Clearly there was
no time to waste if the conference had to be moved. The
telex in reply a,rrived on 4 May but ignored the question
of the quota, although it did state that China would re-
sign from IAPR if the conference were to be moved from
Beijing. Very reluctantly, the Executive Commitee an-
nounced its decigion to move the conference on 9 May -
nearly four monthg after the visa applications had been
sent to China. The full text of the original telex from
China speaks for itself:

ATT:S.PLEGE

RE:9ICPR VISA ISUG FR ISRAELIS

I.JUST GOT RPLY FRM GOVNT THT AT MOST
30 ISRAELI DELGTS PLUS THR SPOUSES WL BE
PERMTD TO ATND gICPR.



2.WE WERE INFRMD BY AUTHRTY TIIT REG
FRMS U SNT ARE TOO SUMERIZD.THY NEED RF-
SUME OR CURICUTAR VITA OF EACH DEIGT.
THRFR, PIS SND NAME tST OF 30 DELGTS +
THEIR RESUME + VISA ISUG PTACE + PASPRT
NBR + SPOUSE NAME N PASPRT NBR TO ME
ASAP

RE:PRE TR

AUTHRTY SAID IT'S IMPOSBL TO APRV I$
RAELI PRE TR GRP UNLES SOME PARTCPNTS
FRM OTHR CNTRS JOIN GRP.WE SUGST THT U
HV TO FIND SEVRL PARTCPNTS FRM OTHR CN-
TRS N HV THM JOIN PRE TR GRP.THN WE CAN
WORK OUT ITNRY.

RGDS.CAO YUE

The Executive Committee's reply was equally di-
rect:

ATTN: PROFESSORS CHANG AND QIHENG
c/o Mr. CAO YUE at ICCST

1. THERE CANNOT BE AND THERE WILI NOT
BE ANY FORM OF NATIONAT QUOTAS ON THE
NUMBER OF DELEGATES TO THE ICPR'g. IIKF-
WISE, THERE CANNOT BE ANY FORM OF NA-
TIONAL DISCRIMINATION REGARDING THE
PROCEDURE TO BE APPTIED FOR OBTAINING
VISAS FROM THE COUNTRIES HOSTING THE
ICPR'e.

2. WE REQUIRE A RETIABLE AND FORMAL CON-
FIRMATION FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT
(FOR TNSTANCE THROUGH THE CHTNESE EM-
BASSY IN BRUSSETS) THAT THE ABOVE RUIES
WIIL APPTY TO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE
gTH ICPR.

3. SHOULD WE NOT RECEIVE SUCH A CONFIR-
MATION BY MAY 05TH 1988 AT THE LATEST, WE
WILL MOVE THE CONTERENCE WITHOUT ANY
FURTHER ADO TO ANOTHER COUNTRY.

PIERRE A. DEVIJVER, PRESIDENT IAPR

It ghould be emphasised that ICPRs are conferences
open to all who belong to IAPR member organisationa.
The clearly imposed upper limit for Israeli attendence
is quite inconsistent with this provision in the IAPR
Bylaws.

The tragedy of King Sun trh's death no doubt made
it difficult for the organisers in Beijing to communicate
so easily with the Executive Committee and we were also
sorry to hear that Professor Chang had been seriously
ill. Nevertheless, the correspondence on these matterg

did leave no doubt ia our minde that'the Chinese Ar
sociation of Automation were no longer in a position to
fulfill the requirements for hosting an ICPR. It was with
very great regret that we had to take the actions that
folloned.

CONFERENCE REPORTS

BPRA 4th Aeternational
Conference on Pattern Recognitlon

The British Pattern Recognition Aggociation held the
fourth of its biennial International Conferences on Pat-
tern Recognition in the historic university town of Cam-
bridge, England between 2E-30 Ma.rch. During these
three days nearly 70 papers were pres€nted with over
half from outside the United Kingdom. The program
was organised eo that the first hour of each morning
and afternoon were plenary segeions devoted to contri-
butions from emminent invited speakers while the re-
maining time wae divided into two parallel seseions. Pa-
pers covered all aspects of Pattern Recognition, going
from the conventional topica of statistical and eyntactic
methods through neural networks, techniques for both
low and high level vision, architecturea for pattern pro-
cessing and onto specific application domaine such as
document processing, speech and text recognition and
vision for indugtrial robotics systems.

The five plenary seEsions congisted of talks from ac-
knowledged experte who each apoke about the fieldg in
which they had made coherent and substantial contri-
butions. For many people these talks proved the high-
lighta ofthe conference as they provided the opportunity
to glimpse the state of the art in subject areas outside
their own necesaarily narrow research domaing. The first
talk was given by Dr Wilson of Warwick University, UK.
Under the enigmatic title of oIs Vision a Pattern Recog-
nition Probleml' he discussed an approach to vision
in which the traditional feature extraction-classification
paradigm of pattern recognition is replaced by group
theoretic notions of representatione and invariants ap
plied to symbolic representations of images. Thig leads
to a careful consideration of the complex relationship
between symbols and the signals from which they are
derived and Dr Wilson illustrated his talk with examples
of practical low level vision taske. Much of thie research
has been influenced by work at Linkoeping University in
Sweden and many of the ideas have been implemented
in the image procesaors marheted by ContextVision.

Dr Devivjer of Phillips Regeaxch in Belgium spoke of his
Iatest work on modelling images using Markov Models

V.
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and showed how they can be very sucessful in both im-
age segmentation and image restoration. In particular,
he presented a coherent learning algorithm which per-
mitted the estimation of the parameterr of his Markov
Mesh ffandom Fields so that they gave the best fit to
actual image data. The development of these meth-
ods by Dr Devijver and otherg has been probably one
of the most aignificant advances in image aegmentation
methodology during the last decade.

Although much of the conference encompa€sed vision
as its major problem area Profesaor Jelinek of IBM re-
ported on the work of his group in developing speech
recognition eystems. He neatly illuetrated his talk s'ith
a short video presentation of a 5000 word, continuous
speech recognition syetem working in realtime and it was
fascinating to watch the eystem invoke several hypothe-
siseg and then resolved them uaing context supplied by
further analysis.

Profegsor Haralich of University of Waahington gave an
excellent review and critique of current techniques for
evidence combination, applying his usual rigor to iden-
tify the underlying asaumptions of the methodg and
hence delineate their range of applicability. He encom-
passed both probability based contextual and relaxation
methods as well ae knowledge based methods such as the
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence.

Profeseor Zucker of McGill Univeraity preeented yet an-
other aspect of the vieion field by discussing what can
be learnt from biological systeme with regard to curve
and cunre tangent detection. He showed that precise
estimates of these properties can be made from coarse
initial meilEurements provided suitable constrainte axe
utilieed. His theeis ig that such constraints are used
within biological vision systema and therefore study of
them ig crucial to vision understanding.

The conference also included an exhibition of products
from half a dozen image processing system companies
and a comprehengive display of books relating to pat-
tern recognition. Conference food and accomodation
at Queens College was excellent and entertainment was
provided by an organ recital and a conference banquet.
As usual at these events, much of the important work
occurred between segsions and during eveninge at the
ba,r and it was pleasing to note the increased pa,rticipa-
tion of colleagues from the Eastern European countries.
The proceedinga of the conference have been published
ae a 700 page volume in the Springer-Verlag Lecture
notes in Computer Science.

J lllingworth

CALLS FOR PAPERS

IEEE WORKSEOP ON VISUAL MOTION

Inine, California, USA - March 20-22, 1989

Program

The analysis of vigual motion is attracting increas-
ing attention from researchers in computer vision, visual
perception and artificial intelligence. This workahop will
bring together regearchers from this broad range ofdisci,
plines to discuee current work on the representation and
analysis of motion in image sequenceE. Sessions will be
devoted to each of several aspects of rnotion research.
The number of presentations will be limited, with the
aim of increasing discugsions. Paperr a,re invited on all
aspects of the analysis of human and machine vision in-
cluding:

o motion detection mechanigmg

o optical flow and motion correepondence

o gtructure from motion

o event recognition and representation

o temporal planning and inferences

o control structures for dynamic scene analysis

o uncertainty in dynamic Bcene analyeis

. applications in navigation, object manipulation and
recognition

Authors are encouraged to present new computa.
tional methodg with experimental results, theoretical
reeultg that offer aignificant new inaighte into problem
solutions, or to relate experimental obgervations on hu-
man visual processing to the underlying computational
strategies used.

Deadlines
July 15, 1988 F\rll paper (3 copies)
Oct 15, 1988 Authore notified
Nov 25, 1988 Camera,ready manuscripts

Paper Submieslon

Ellen Hidreth
AI Laboratory
646 Technology Square
Cambridge
MA 02139
USA

or

Ramesh Jain

Dept Elect Engineering and Computer Science
The University of Michigan



Ann Arbor
MI 4810$2122
USA

IEEE 19E9 INTENNATIONAL
CoNFER.ENCE ON ACOUSTIC,

SPEECH, AND SIGNAL PROCESSTNG

Glasgow, Scotland - May 23-26, 79Eg

Program

ICASSP-E9 is the fourteenth in a eeries of interna'
tional conferences presenting work in experimental and
theoretical aignalprocessing, speech and acoustice. Con-
ference topics include:

r speech analysis and recognition

o multidimensional signal processing and recognition

o VLSI for signal processing

Deadlines
August E, 1988 Summary (400 words, 5 copies)
Nov 1, 19EE Authors notified
Dec 30, 1988 Camera'ready manuscripta

Paper Submission

Peter M Grant
Dept of Electrical Engineering
Univeraity of Edinburgh
The King'e Buildingr
Edinburgh EHg 3JL
United Kingdom

19E9 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERDNCE
ON ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION

The Registry Resort, Arizona, USA - May 14-19, 7989

Program

The theme of this conference is intelligent robot
systems, but original baeic and applied papers in all
areas of robotics including vieion of real world scenes,
recognition and repreeentation are solicited.

Deadlineg
Oct 21, 19EE Fhll paper (4 copies)
Jan 16, 1989 Authors notified
Feb 15, 1989 Camera-ready manuscripts

Paper Submission

John M Hollerbach
MIT Artificial Intelligence Lab
645 Technology Square
Cambridge, Mase 02139
USA

INTERNATIONAL WORKSIIOP ON
INDUSTRHL APPLICATIONS OF

MACIIINE INTELLIGENCE AND VISION

Roppongi, Tokyo, trapan - April 7G12, 1969

Program

The workshop which is cesponsored by IEEE In-
dustrial Electronics Society and Institute of Industrial
Science, University of Tokyo is organised in cooperation
with IAPR TCE. The purpose of the workshop is to
stimulate international exchange and discussions on the
two key technologies, AI and Vision, for building tomor-
row's industrial systems and eociety. As geen in the title
of the workshop, the emphasis is on advanced AI and
Vision technologies applicable to indugtrial problems.
Topics of interegt include:

o Foundations for AI and vision systems

o AI technologies

o Vision technologies

o Hardwa^re architectures for AI and vision systems

o Advanced environmentg for AI and vision systems

Deadlines
Nov 21, 198E Summa4' (800 words, 4 copies)
Dec 20, 198E Authore notified
Feb 10, 19E9 Camera.ready manuscripts

Paper Submisslon and hrrther Iaformation

Prof Miteuru Ighizuka
(General Chair of MIV-t9)
Institute of Indurtrial Science
Univenity of Tokyo
7-22-1, Roppongi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106
Japan

IEE 8rd INTERNATIONAL
CONTERENCE ON IMAGE

PROCDSSING AND APPLICATIONS

University of Warwick, United
Kingdom - JuIy 7E-20, 1989

Prograttt

The conference will provide a forum for the ex-
change of new results in the area of image processing.
It will cover algorithms, systems and specialised hard-
ware for image processing and applications. Topics to
be covered include:

r image modelling and eimulation

v



Deadlines

v yJ, ibl3" Summary (z A4 pages)
Authors notified

March 17, 1989 Camera'ready manuscripts

Paper Submission and tr\rther Information
IEE Conference Servicee Dept

IEE
Savoy Place
London WC2R OBL
United Kingdom

6th SCANDINAVIAN CONFNRENCE
ON IMAGE ANALYS$

Univercity of OuIu, Finland - June 19-22, 1989

Program

The 6th SCIA is organised by the Pattern Recogni-
tion Society of Finland and co -sponsored by IAPR. The
programme will include invited and contributed papers

Y, in the areas of:
r computer vision

r image processing

. pattern recognition

r perception

o parallel algorithme and architectureg

r applications

Deadlines
Dec 1, 19EE Summary (1000 words, 4 copies)
Jan 31, 1989 Authorg notified
March 31, 1989 Camera-ready manuscripts

Paper Submission and hrrther Information

Prof Matti Pietikdinen
6SCIA Program Chairman
Dept Electrical Engineering
University of Oulu

r image interpretationa and recognition

r knowledge based image procersing

r multidimenaional sampling, ffltering and interpolation tech-
niguea

o image coding techniques

r enhancemert and restoration of images

o motion analysir and compenration tedrniques

o hardware/aoftware

o parallel and other novel ardritectures for image proceasing

o VLSI for image proceseing

o image storage and retrieval

r applications

SF-90670 Oulu
Finland

2nd CONFERENCE OF TIIE
INTERTTATIONAL FEDEBATION
OF CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

Charlottesville, UA, USA - June 27-30, 1989

Program

The conference which is co-eponsored by IAPR is
devoted to the presentation of theoretical, rnethodologi-
cal and applied papers on claseification, pattern recogni-
tion, and related methods of statirtics and data analysis
in the broad sense. It includes mathematical, statistical
and practical investigationa in special fielde of knowl-
egde, and the interface between classification and the
Information Sciences. Suitable topics include:

r Claseiflcation, diacrimination and clustering methoda

o Pattern recognition and image analyais methods

r Statigtical and probabiliatic methods for data analyrir and
classiflcation

o Similarity and distance meaaures, data quality and reliability

o Multidimeneional scaling and rtructure rcc(ryery methodg

o Conseneul methodg and correspondence analyrir methods

r Analysig and compariaon of tree and graph patternr

o Clasriffcation and clugtering algorithmr and algorithmic ao-
pects

o Clasgiffcation and clustering roftware

r Computer graphice for clagriflcatory problemr

r Applications

Deadlinee
Jan 15, 1989

Paper Submission

Prof R F Ling

Summary (1 page)

Chairman, IFCS-89 Program Committee
Dept Math. Sciences
Clemson Univeraity
Clemson, SC 29634-1907
USA



TUTORIALS

, STATISTICAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION: Introduction

Univtsity of Surrey, Guildford,
England- September 7%27, 19EE

The course sponsored by the IAPR Technical Com-
mitte TC1 will discuss fundamental methodg of statisti-
cal pattern recognition. Several example clasges will be
aimed at familiarizing the participants with the material
presented. The course will include seminars on applica'
tion of pattern recognition methods to apecific problems
in which a step by etep description of the design of prac-
tical pattern recognition systems will be outlined.

The topics covered will include clcments ol stotisti-
cal d,ecision theo ry, nonp orometric potter n clos sificotion,
leorning machines, probobilitg dcnsity lunction eetina-
tion, clossificotion error probobility cstimation, feoture
selection, leoture cntroction and, cluster analysis.

Course textbook: P A Devijver and J Kittler,
Pattern Recognition: A statistical approach, Prentice/
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1982.

Couree lecturers: Dr P A Devijver and Dr J Kittler

For further information and registration form write
to:

Migs Corinne Gizard
Department of Electronic
and Electrical Engineering
University of Surrey
Guildford GU2 6XH

England
tel.:(+44 483) 671281 ext. 227r

STATISTICAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION: Advanced Topics

Univercity of Surrey, Guildford,
Englanil- Septernber 22-23, 1986

The course will feature a number of advance top-
icg in statistical pattern recognition. In particular, it
will focus on the use of contextual information in de-
cision making with the emphasis on Maxkov models.
The methodology will be illustrated on applications in
speech recognition, image restoration, image segmenta,
tion, computer vision and character recognition.

The topics covered will include: role ol contett,
Morkot chain, Mdrkor mcsh ond Markoa rondom field
models ol opriori world, knowlalgc, Gibbs distribations,
hidden Morkov models, clcmcnts ol compound ilccision
thcory, Boum's olgorithm, Dcin's olgoithm, Viterbi ol-
gorithm, lobelling in hiddcn Morkoo meshee onil rondom
ficlds, dis crcte relosotion, probobilistic rcloxotion, Icorn-
ing contcrtuol rcIotionships, Ieorning Morkoo models.

Course lecturers: Dr P.A.Devijver and Dr J.Kittler

For further information and registration form write
to:

Miss Corinne Gizard
Department of Electronic
and Electrical Engineering
Univer, ity of Surrey
Guildford cU2 6XH
England
tel. :(+44 483) 6712E1 ext.227L

v

v

Ddc

Auguat 14-17, l98E

August 1.1-19, 1988

August 3t- Sept 2,
1988

Sept 5-8, 1988

Detroit, USA

Optical and Optoelectronic Ap-
plied Science and Engineering

Alvey Vision Conference

CATENDAR OF EVENTS

Ir,cprtiott

3rd International
Conference on
CAD/CAM:
Roboticg and Fac-
toriee of the Future

Spwor/Inlormadion

For information on the gesgion on Computer Vision for
Indugtrial Automation contact: Prof J G Poataire,
Centre d'Automatique, Univerait6 deg Sciencee et
Technique de Lille Flandrer-Artoig, 69655 Villeneuve
d'Aacq C6dex, ltance

San Diego, Califor- SPIE, PO Bo< 10, Bellingham, WA 9E227-0010, USA
nia, USA

4th European Signal Proceseing Grenoble, France
Conference

AVCEE, c/o Helen Jenkine, Rutherford Appleton Lab-
oratory, Chilton, Didcot, OXl1 OQX, United Kingdom

Eusipco-88 Conference Secretariat, Cephag-ENSIEG,
BP46, 38402 St Martin d'Heres cedex, France

Universiby of
Manchester, United
Kingdom
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Sept 6-8, 1988

Sept 1?-!1, l9EE

Sept 12-14, 1988

September 1S'23, 1988

Sept 27-29, l98E

V' October &6, 1988

October 12-14, 1988

November &11, 1988'

Nov 1&17, 1988

Nov 14-16,1988

December 6-8, 1988

January 11-13, 1989

March 2O'22, 1989

April 1G12, 1989

May 14-19, 1989

lst International Conference on
Viaual Seardr

19EE Picture Coding Symposium

IAPR International Workahop on
Structural and Syntactic Pattern
Recognition

Optical Science and Engineering

10ty DAcM-Sympoaium
Murtererkennung

SGAICO Annual Conference on
Artif,cial Intelligence in Manufac-
turing, Asrembly and Roboticr

IAPR Workshop on Computer
Vision

Visual Communications and Im-
age Proceaaing III

IAPR 9th International Confer
ence on Pattern Recognition

Conference on Pattern Recogni-
tion for Advanced Miuile Systemr
198E

IEEE 2nd International Confer-
ence on Computer Virion

2nd International Workahop on
Artif,cial Intelligence in Eco-
nomics and Management

IEEE Workehop on Virual Motion

International Workshop on In-
dugtrial Applicationr of Machine
Intelligence and Vision (MIV-89)

1989 IEEE International Confer-
ence on Roboticg and Automation

IEEE 1989 International Confer-
ence on Acourtics, Speech, and
Signal Proceaaing

Univeraity of
Durham, UK

Torino, Italy

Nancy, France

Hamburg, Weet
Germany

Univeraity of
Ziirich, Switrerland

Univerrity of
Berne, Switzerland

Tokyo, Japan

Cambridge, Mar-
rachuaetto, USA

Hotel ERGIFE,
Rome, Italy

Huntaville, Al-
abama, USA

Tarpon Springr,
Florida, USA

Singapore

Irvine, California,
USA

Roppongi, Tokyo,
Japan

The Regirtry Re-
sort, Scottsdale,
Arilona, USA

Glasgw f'orum
Hotel, Glaagow,
Scottand, United
Kingdom
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David Brogan, FIC VS, Departmer* of Prychologr,
Univenity of Durham, Science Laboratorier, South
Road, Durham DHI 3LE, UK

Mario Guglielmo, CSELT, Via G Reira Romoli 274,
1014E Torino, Italy

Roger Mohr, CRIN-INRIA Lorrainc, Campur Scien-
tiflque, BP 239, 64606 Vandceuvrc Cedex, trtance

SPIE, PO Boc 10, Bellingham, WA 98227-0010, USA

Prof P Stucki, Univenitit Ziiridr, Ingtitute fiir In'
formatik, Winterthurerstraaae l9O, CH-6097 Z0ridr,
Switlerland

Prof H Bunke, Univerritit Bern, Inrtitut f0r Infor-
matik und Angewandte Mathematik, Linggam-Straree
61, CH-3O12 Bern, Switrcrland

Mikio Takagi, Inrtitute of Indurtrial Science, Univer-
rity of Tokyo, 7-22-1 Roppongi Minatoku, Tolyo 106,
Japan

SPIE, PO Bc 10, Bellingham, WA 9E227-0010, USA

Prof 9tefano Lcvialdi, Dipartimento di Matematica,
Universita di Roma, Piolzale Aldo Moro 2, 00185
Romc, Italy

Commander U S Army Mirrile Command, attn: Dr
Don A Gregory/ ASMI-RD-RF-OP, Bedrtone Anenal,
Alabama 9689&5248, USA

ICCV 88, c/o Computcr Society of thc IEEE, 1730
Marsadrugettr Avenue, N,Sl., lllarhington, DC 2003&
1903, USA

Mre Vicky Toh, Inrtitute of Syetemr Science, National
Univeraity of Singapore, Kent Ridge, Singapore 0511,
Republic of Singapore

Ellen Hildreth, Artif,cial lntelligence Laboratory, 645
Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Prof Mitcuru lrhizuka (General Chair of MIV-89), In-
atitute of Indurtrial Science, Univerrity of Tokyo,7-22-
1, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan

IEEE Roboticr and Automation, PO Box 3216, Silver
Spring, MD 20901, USA

Peter M Grant, Dept. Electrical Engineering, Univer-
aity of Edinburgh, Tha King'e Buildingr, Edinburgh
EHg 3JL, Scotland, UK

May 23-26, 1989



June 1$'22, 19E9

June 27280, 19E9

July 1&2O, lgtg

Auguat 8l - Sept 2,
1989

The 6th Scandinryian Conference
on Imagg Analyrir

2nd Conforcnce of tho Interna.
tional Fedcration of Glagif,catlon
9ocicticr

8rd Internttional Conforgnce on
Imagc Proccning and itr Applica,
tionr

8rd Intornatlonal Confcrence on
ComputcrAnalydr of lmaget and
Pattcru

Univemity of Oulu,
Finland

Charlotterville, VA,
USA

Univcrrity of War-
ric&, United King-
dom

Leiprig, DDR

Prof Matti Pietitiinen, 6SCIA Chaifman, Dept Elec-
trical Engineering, Univcrrity of Oulu, SF-906?0 Oulu,
Finland

IFCS-E9, Dcp.t Mathematics, Univerrity of Virginia,
Gharlottcrvillc, VA 22903, USA

IEE Secretariat, Conference Servicel, gavoy place,
London WC2r 0BL, Unitcd Kingdom

Priridium KDT, WGMA, Conferencc Secretary of
CAIP 'E9, Glara,Zetkin-Str 116/117, Berlin, DDR
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